OMNI NEWSLETTER: 5th SPECIAL NUMBER ON NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND GENOCIDE, JULY 23, 2009, OMNI Building a Culture of PEACE, Satyagraha and Ahimsa Seeking Truth Against Killing. Dick Bennett, Editor for Special Issues. (See #1, June 14, 2007; #2, January 8, 2008; #3 May 16, 2008; #4 June 10, 2009.)

(OMNI is seeking a new general editor of our topical newsletters and editors for specific topics. Contact Gladys Tiffany.)

A living democracy draws citizens into decision making so that they don’t just point fingers at officials but become accountable themselves for outcomes.

OMNI VS. NUCLEAR WEAPONS 2009
Continued compiling resources for purchase by UA’s Mullins
Hosted Proposition One 2010
Two newsletters, June 10 and July 23, 2009
Hiroshima-Nagasaki Remembrance August 9 focuses on nuclear weapons

HIROSHIMA-NAGASAKI REMEMBRANCE 2009
CONTENTS
Hiroshima-Nagasaki Remembrance 2009, Fayetteville
Peace Action Petition
Anti-Nuclear Weapons Organizations:
   NIRS
   Global Zero
   WAND
   Ground Zero
   Center for Nonviolent Action (Trident submarines)
   Global Network Against Weapons and Nuclear Power in Space
   Proposition One in 2010
   Nuclear Age Peace Foundation
   The Nuclear Resister
   Nukewatch
   US and Russia: Nuclear weapons reduction agreement, citizens take action
      True Majority
      Global Zero
   Peace Treaty with North Korea
Books: A History of World Nuclear Disarmament Movement, and more
   Nuclear Calendar

Hiroshima-Nagasaki Remembrance 2009: Nuclear Weapons Epidemic: FROM FEAR TO HOPE
Volunteers needed: Contact Gladys Tiffany
6 PM Procession from Arkansas Ave around Old Main to UCM passing the Eyes Wide Open boots and shoes at Fulbright Fountain: Parade
Marshall: Abel Tomlinson
Program at UCM Sanctuary
Welcome 6:30
Invocation
Opening song
Proclamation: Mayor Lioneld Jordan
Reading of names of war dead
Music
Speaker: Dick Bennett, “Nuclear Weapons: The Epidemic of Violence and the Turn Toward Hope:”
Story of the Eyes Wide Open Exhibit: Gladys
Closing Music
Ice Cream in the Deep End
Walk to Eyes Wide Open Exhibit

Coordinated by Gladys Tiffany and Dick Bennett
Flyers by Lauren Hawkins
EWO exhibit arranged by Richard Tiffany, Steven Skattebo
Ice Cream arranged by Nancy Goliff and Lilian Bern

PEACE ACTION PETITION FOR ABOLITION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS TO SEND TO Pres. OBAMA
|Kevin Martin, Peace Action to jbennet
www.Peace-Action.org
Peaceact@mail.democracyinaction.org

This past May about 50 Peace Action organizers, along with nuclear disarmament activists from around the world attended a conference on nuclear non-proliferation at the United Nations in New York City.

The conference was to help organizations and nations prepare for a five year Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Review Conference at the United Nations next spring. At the five year review conference, governments will assess the progress of the NPT, the most comprehensive international treaty on nuclear disarmament. And for advocacy groups like Peace Action, it's an opportunity to deliver our message in favor of the total, global abolition of nuclear weapons.

So, between now and next May, we're working to gather as many petition signatures as possible in support of nuclear abolition, hopefully millions between all the organizations working on the effort, to deliver to President Obama.

Sign our petition to support nuclear weapons abolition today.
www.Peace-Action.org

In addition to the international petition drive, Peace Action and our allies for nuclear disarmament and peace, from around the nation and world, have developed a coordinated international campaign. Some of the other activities taking place include........: Please help get our campaign off to a strong start by signing and circulating our petition today! www.Peace-Action.org

For peace and a nuclear weapons-free world,
Kevin M. Martin
Executive Director, Peace Action
Anti-Nuclear Weapons Organizations
These 10 US organizations are not our only groups dedicated to the abolition of nuclear weapons, but they are among the most innovative, energetic, and influential. And they are part of an international movement. This movement has been recently invigorated by President Obama’s campaign commitment to abolition. Leadership and organization are fundamental to change, but there is a third force, and that is the people. Pres. Obama and these organizations cannot achieve what we all desire without our insistent turn toward and passionate commitment to life. After eight years of living within a frame of deficits, we can now turn to a frame of possibility with the conviction that we human beings have what it takes in our best selves to make the turn away from fear to hope.

Nuclear Information and Resource Service - NIRS  The national information and networking center for citizens and environmental activists concerned about nuclear power, radioactive waste, radiation and ...

Welcome | Global Zero  Global Zero Commissioners Announce Plan for Zero ... A group committed to eliminating nuclear weapons presented on Monday a four-step plan to achieve that ...

www.globalzero.org/ -
Sign the Declaration Paris Conference
Signatories  Inicio
About the Campaign  The Times
Contact Us  Global Zero Press Release April 6
More results from globalzero.org »
PARADE Magazine: The End of Nuclear Weapons | Global Zero  What makes you think Global Zero can succeed? President Obama has promised that the U.S. will work to eliminate nuclear weapons, and Vladimir Putin says he ...

www.globalzero.org/.../parade-magazine-end-nuclear-weapons-0 -
Nuclear weapons: Global Zero is coming  Jun 29, 2009 ... A citizens' campaign calling for global zero -- the elimination of nuclear weapons in our world.
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/time_to_global_zero/ - Cached - Similar -
Please Sign Global Zero’s Nuclear Weapon Ban Petition - Michael ...Apr 8, 2009 ... Through Global Zero, Queen Noor is now speaking out for ridding our world of nuclear weapons. I encourage you to visit Global Zero’s website ...
pen.salon.com/.../please_sign_global_zeros_nuclear_weapon_ban_petition –

WAND  25th Anniversary Celebration  WAND keeps its anti-nuclear stance and expands focus on excessive military spending, the federal budget process, and involving more women in electoral ...

Ground Zero  Center For Non-Violent Action: 4 Peace Activists ...This August, the Ground Zero Center for Nonviolent Action is celebrating 30 years of resistance to the Trident submarine system and all nuclear weapons.
Ground Zero Center for Nonviolent Action The charges are from a demonstration at the Trident submarine base on January 19, 2008. This is the first trial in federal court involving a Ground Zero...

www.gzcenter.org/ - More results from www.gzcenter.org »

YouTube - 17 arrested honoring Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

10 min - Jan 23, 2008 -
The Ground Zero Center for Nonviolent Action was founded in 1977. The center is on 3.8 acres adjoining the Trident submarine base at Bangor, ... www.youtube.com/watch?v=RMKbE_9g4mw -
tomkarlin36 - Civil Resistance at Trident Submarine Base Bangor We ... Civil Resistance at Trident Submarine Base Bangor ... Read Tom Karlin's article, published in Ground Zero October 2008: IWAsArrestedForFollowingBix.pdf ...
tomkarlin36.googlepages.com/TridentVisitation -

Peace Magazine v04n3p08: Ground Zero: Ron Dart: Ground Zero: in Peace Magazine Jun-Jul 1988. ... This $750 million complex is home to eight Trident submarines. Thirty of these vessels of mass ...
www.peacemagazine.org/archive/v04n3p08.htm -

Global Network Against Weapons and Nuclear Power in Space Global Network against weapons and nuclear power in space. (Bruce Gagnon)
www.space4peace.org/ -

Global Network - 2009 Space Conference in Seoul - 16-18/4/09 The 17th annual conference of the Global Network Against Weapons and Nuclear Power in Space will be held in Seoul, Korea from April 16-18, 2009, ...
www.space4peace.org/actions/gnconf_2009.htm -

More results from www.space4peace.org »

Organizing Notes Bruce Gagnon is coordinator of the Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power in Space. He offers his own reflections on organizing and the state of ...
space4peace.blogspot.com/ -

KEEP SPACE FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL WEEK OF PROTEST TO STOP THE MILITARIZATION OF SPACE, OCTOBER 3-10, 2009 (put on your calendar, call 207-443-9502)

PEACE ACTION

Peace Action The work of Peace Action and the Peace Action Education Fund is made possible thanks to the generous support of our members and the following foundations: ...
About Peace Action - The National Network - Join - Friends & Allies
www.peace-action.org/ -

About Peace Action Education Fund Peace Action Education Fund's national office connects its grassroots network to ... More than 10 years ago, the

PROPOSITION ONE IN 2010 SUMMER TOUR 2009 WAS IN FAYETTEVILLE JUNE 26 HOSTED BY OMNI. Their goal is to put nuclear disarmament on the ballot in states,
counties, and cities.

*Proposition One In 2010 Campaign*  Well, folks, here we go! on the *Proposition One In 2010 Road Show!* [http://prop1.org](http://prop1.org). This summer, we will tour the country to visit every state in the ...

*propositiononein2010.blogspot.com/* - *Proposition One In 2010 Campaign* ...  May 22, 2009 ... Let us know you want to help us with the summer-long educational *Proposition One in 2010!* Campaign Road Show. ...


NucNews : Message: Invite the *Proposition ONE* Road Show to your ... INVITE THE 2010 *PROPOSITION ONE ROAD SHOW TO YOUR COMMUNITY!* The 2010 *Proposition One* Road Show may be heading your way right now. DISARM! co-chair Ellen. ...

*groups.yahoo.com/group/NucNews/message/30161* -

Results include your SearchWiki notes for nuclear age peace foundation.  
[Share these notes](#)

Copy and paste this link into an email or IM:

**See a preview of the shared page**

1. [Nuclear Age Peace Foundation](http://www.wagingpeace.org/) Performs research and analysis on global peace and survival, supports the abolition of nuclear weapons, the responsible use of science and technology, ...

*Awards & Contests*  Youth Outreach
*2009 Swackhamer Video Contest*  Stay Informed
*Article Archives*  2008 Presidential Candidate ...

[The Barbara Mandigo Kelly Peace ...](http://www.wagingpeace.org/)

More results from wagingpeace.org »

[Nuclear Files - From nuclear proliferation to nuclear testing ...Welcome to the Nuclear Files Website ... We're constantly adding new information to Nuclear Files. ... Copyright © 1998 - Nuclear Age Peace Foundation ...](http://www.nuclearfiles.org/)

Results include your SearchWiki notes for nuclear resister. [Share these notes](#)

Copy and paste this link into an email or IM:

**See a preview of the shared page**

1. [The Nuclear Resister](http://nuclearresister.org/) Jun 10, 2009 ... *Nuclear Resister* Issue #152 (2123K) Feb 24 2009 - *Nuclear Resister* Issue #151 (3166K) ... *Nuclear Resister* Issue #146-7 (4716K) Nov 14 2007 ...

*nuclearresister.org/* -

[the Nuclear Resister](http://nuclearresister.org/) File Format: PDF/Adobe Acrobat - [View as HTML](#)  The Nuclear
Resister is available on microfilm as part of the ... nuclear resister, musician - died during the Atlantic Life. Community retreat in Voluntown ... nuclearresister.org/nr137.pdf - Similar - More results from nuclearresister.org » the Nuclear Resister

Copy and paste this link into an email or IM:

See a preview of the shared page

1. Nukewatch Wisconsin environmental peace group, dedicated to non-violent action to abolish nuclear power and weapons. Nukewatch focuses attention on locations, ...

www.nukewatch.com/ -


CONTACT PRESIDENT OBAMA AND SENATORS

Drew Hudson, TrueMajority.org to jbennet Jul 6

Dear Dick,

Obama's working to end the threat of nuclear war.

Tell your Senators to stand with the President and his call for a reduction in our nuclear stockpile.

President Obama just signed an agreement with Russia's leaders to begin reducing both countries' stockpiles of nuclear arms, and develop a plan for eliminating nuclear weapons from our world. It's a day we've dreamed of for years, and an essential step toward reversing the huge arms build up that began under President Ronald Reagan.

The new treaty may cut the number of warheads both the US and Russia stockpile by as much as a third. But it can't go into effect until the Senate ratifies it. Email your Senators right now and tell them to support Obama's new treaty to reduce nuclear weapons and make the world a safer place.

http://act.truemajorityaction.org/t/120/p/dia/action/public/?action_KEY=33

Obama's agreement with the Russians is intended to replace the Cold War-era Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty before it expires in December. If it's enacted, the new deal will cut the number of nuclear bombs each country can stockpile to about 1,500. That's still more than enough to blow up every major city on the planet but 73 percent fewer than we have today.

Perhaps most important, if the two countries that hold 90 percent of the world's nuclear weapons can agree on this deal, it may serve as a model for other countries to reduce their arsenals, and put us on the path to a world free of nuclear weapons.

A nuclear free world is a vision TrueMajority members and Barack Obama have been working toward for a long time. But we can't take this next step until the Senate gets on board. Email your Senators now and tell them it's time to reduce our nuclear arsenal by backing up
OBAMA'S NEW TREATY.
Drew Hudson  TrueMajority / USAction
1 - npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=106292556
2 - cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/07/06/obama.russia/index.html?eref=rss_topstories
3 - firstread.msnbc.msn.com/archive/2009/07/06/1986431.aspx
4 - nytimes.com/2009/07/07/world/europe/07prexy.htm
5 - nytimes.com/2009/07/05/world/05nuclear.html?scp=1&sq=sundial&st=cse

TWO LETTERS FROM GLOBAL ZERO
From: Brianna <avaaz@avaaz.org>
Date: Thu, Jul 2, 2009 at 11:17 AM
Subject: Nuclear weapons: Global Zero is coming!
To: jbennet@uark.edu
Hello,
I have just signed a petition supporting the Global Zero declaration for a world free of nuclear weapons. I thought you may be interested in adding your name too.
The risk of military or terrorist nuclear attacks is escalating daily.
But, at the same time, one of the best chances to rid the world of nuclear weapons is happening. A group of influential figures called Global Zero is beginning to persuade the nuclear powers that the only answer to this global security crisis is the elimination of all nuclear weapons.
Please read the email below and sign up by clicking here:
cl_taf_sign=effc5e44e45897466b298473fee8b608

Thanks!

Dear friends,
Whether in the Korean peninsula, in unstable Pakistan, or in the volatile Middle East, the risk of military or terrorist nuclear attacks is escalating daily. Yet one of the most real chances to rid the world of nuclear weapons is happening and will be won or lost far from the headlines.

Next week in Moscow, Presidents Medvedev and Obama could make history by agreeing to reduce their nuclear arsenals and set the world’s course towards a nuclear-free world. A group of highly influential figures called Global Zero has presented a four-step plan to achieve that goal and, though it seems incredible, they are successfully persuading the nuclear powers that the world is more secure without nukes.

What's needed now is a massive surge of people power urging the US and Russia to take bold these steps to achieve global zero. Click below to sign the petition and help deliver a deafening call to action. Global Zero leaders will hand it over to Presidents Obama and Medvedev:

http://www.avaaz.org/en/time_to_global_zero

For decades the disarmament movement has sought to rid the planet of nuclear weapons. During the Cold War, the efforts of citizens across the world played a key role in curbing the nuclear arms race, helping prevent nuclear war. But all too often their goal has been regarded
as utopian and improbable.

Now, an alliance of the sound advice of security experts and the democratic force of citizens worldwide has a realistic possibility of achieving this goal.

Last April, Obama and Medvedev said they were committed to a world free of nuclear weapons. But it will require a massive concerted effort to press them to turn rhetoric into action.

In the face of a deepening crisis, the summit next week is a tremendous opportunity for human progress. Let's pile on the pressure to seize it.

http://www.avaaz.org/en/time_to_global_zero

With hope,

Luis, Alice, Ricken, Pascal, Paula, Graziela, Paul, Brett, Milena, Ben, Margaret, Raluca, Alice W, Raj and the whole Avaaz team.

Global Zero includes former heads of state, such as Jimmy Carter and Mikhail Gorbachev, former foreign and defence ministers, national security advisors, and former top military commanders. More information at: http://www.globalzero.org/en/about

Sources:
IAEA Chief Warns Of Possible New Wave Of Nuclear Proliferation
http://www.avaaz.org/nuclear_proliferation
Global Zero offers plan to eliminate nukes by 2030, AP, 29 June 2009:
http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5gSWX9EdJu8HH4xpD5AdAlSCkR_ewD994J2Q00
Putin Talks of Giving Up Nukes, The Moscow Times, 11 June 2009:
http://www.themoscowtimes.com/article/1010/42/378483.htm
Scraping nuclear arms is now realpolitik. Six security experts urge America and Russia to act today
http://www.avaaz.org/the_times_nukes
Full Global Zero Action Plan available at:

Alert level raised on North Korea, BBC News
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia−pacific/8071175.stm

Call to End the Korean War
Dear Friend of Peace:

We are writing to you in order to ask you and your organization to be a signator on our Call to End the Korean War Statement (Attached). We believe that the lingering state of war in Korea is a major contributor to instability in Asia and is a violation of the 1953 Armistice Agreement and United Nations Resolution 39/11 establishing a people's Right to Peace. In addition, the United States spends tens of billions of dollars in military expenditures and maintains more than 28,500 troops in South Korea in harms way.
We have attached our 10 REASONS WHY THE U.S. MUST SIGN A PEACE TREATY WITH NORTH KOREA to share with your organization, publish in your newsletters or further your education on this important issue of world peace. Also there is a letter to the editor that you can use with your local paper. Please also pass on the Call to End the Korean War to other groups and individuals who may wish to lend their voice to peace and constructive engagement.

With the recent trial of the journalists, nuclear test, US/ROK War Games and DPRK Missile tests, it is clear that peace must become a priority in Korea. A normalized relationship and a lasting peace treaty will have a major impact on world peace.

Please go to our website at www.endthekoreanwar.org and sign the attached Call to Action petition if you support our efforts. Also please circulate it to others who may individually or as a group sign on to peace. You may also wish to join in or hold a candlelight or commemorative event on the weekend before the anniversary of the Armistice signing on July 27th. Mark your calendars so on Monday the 27th you call the White House and State Department and let them know you support a peace treaty as a solution to move us forward. The attached “reasons” sheet can give you key talking points. Lets make the Forgotten War be the world’s newly discovered peace.

Sincerely,
Eric Sirotkin for the National Campaign to End the Korean War Coordinating Committee

10 REASONS WHY THE U.S. MUST SIGN A PEACE TREATY WITH NORTH KOREA

1. Technically and Legally Still at War: The Korean Armistice of 1953 temporarily stopped the hot war in Korea. A half century later, no peace treaty has replaced the Armistice Agreement.
2. Costly to U.S. to Maintain the Conflict: A Peace Treaty will save the U.S. billions of dollars annually which it now spends to keep 28,500 troops in over 100 bases in South Korea.
3. State of War Wastes Resources: Currently, North and South Korea spend $3 billion and $26 billion, respectively, on their military budgets. Irrational military spending diverts critical and shrinking resources necessary for human needs.
4. State of War Leads to Militarization: The state of war is the major source of tension in Korea. It is an excuse for massive military buildups by South and North Korea, as well as Japan and China. The threat of war gives North Korea justification to continue its Military First policy and develop nuclear weapons for deterrence, as well as crackdown on dissent. South Korea also uses the threat of war to justify its National Security Law to silence political dissidents. It also enabled the U.S., South Korea and North Korea to engage in terrifying military exercises.
5. State of War Leads to Ineffective Diplomacy: Without a diplomatic relationship, including appointing an ambassador and establishing an embassy in North Korea, no avenue exists to discuss thorny issues such as de-nuclearization, refugees and human rights.
6. Confrontation Did Not Work: The Bush administration pursued a hard-line policy of regime change against North Korea by including it in the "axis of evil" and threatening a pre-emptive nuclear attack under the 2002 U.S. Nuclear Posture Review. This policy of confrontation only backfired as North Korea developed and tested nuclear weapons and long-range missiles.
7. Peace Will Lead to Disarmament: With North Korea now off the state-sponsored terrorist
list, it is time for peace. North Korea has clearly articulated its intention to give up nuclear weapons in exchange for a peace treaty, economic aid, and a security guarantee from the U.S.

8. Peace Will Promote Truth & Reconciliation: Peace will create the necessary space and freedom for all nations to discuss the horrors of the Korean War and learn from the past. It will allow the healing of old wounds, and without peace, such pains will linger.

9. Peace Will Promote Peaceful Reunification: Both Koreas have Reunification Ministers and plans for federated or gradual reunification. A peace treaty will help save strained inter-Korean relations, and help the Korean people achieve a peaceful reunification of their divided nation.

10. Peace Builds Trust and Friendly Relations: Peace will lead to normalized relations between the U.S. and North Korea. Normalized relations are central to building peace, friendship and cooperation on the Korean Peninsula and in Northeast Asia. Over 155 countries have peaceful normalized relations with North Korea, including nearly all countries that participated in the Korean War. Normalized relations will make it possible for separated Korean American families to reunite with their loved ones in North Korea.

6 attachments — Download all attachments  View all images
KOREACARD_Page_1.jpg  120K  View  Download
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WHYAPEACETREATYINKOREA.pdf  26K  View  Download
CALLTOEND THE KOREAN WAR.doc  41K  View as HTML  Open as a Google document  Download
LETTER TO THE EDITOR.doc  26K  View as HTML  Open as a Google document  Download

BOOKS
NEW BOOK

Confronting the Bomb
A Short History of the World Nuclear Disarmament Movement

Lawrence S. Wittner
"Wittner's outstanding book employs massive research . . . to show how concerned citizens . . . have altered the course of history. . . . Monumental." —Journal of American History

"Wittner's impressively researched, clearly written, and balanced assessment of the antinuclear weapons movement belongs on the shelf not only of every serious student of the nuclear arms race but also of everyone who is concerned about the safety of humanity." —American Historical Review

"The saga of the world disarmament movement, whose complex strands Lawrence Wittner has brilliantly woven together . . ., deserves the widest possible readership."
—Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists

Confronting the Bomb tells the dramatic, inspiring story of how citizen activism helped curb the nuclear arms race and prevent nuclear war. This abbreviated version of Lawrence Wittner's award-winning trilogy, The Struggle Against the Bomb, shows how a worldwide, grassroots campaign—the largest social movement of modern times—challenged the nuclear priorities of the great powers and, ultimately, thwarted their nuclear ambitions. Based on massive research in the files of peace and disarmament organizations and in formerly top secret government records, extensive interviews with antinuclear activists and government officials, and memoirs and other published materials, Confronting the Bomb opens a unique window on one of the most important issues of the modern era: survival in the nuclear age. It covers the entire period of significant opposition to the bomb, from the final stages of the Second World War up to the present. Along the way, it provides fascinating glimpses of the interaction of key nuclear disarmament activists and policymakers, including Albert Einstein, Harry Truman, Albert Schweitzer, Norman Cousins, Nikita Khrushchev, Bertrand Russell, Andrei Sakharov, Linus Pauling, Dwight Eisenhower, Harold Macmillan, John F. Kennedy, Randy Forsberg, Mikhail Gorbachev, Helen Caldicott, E.P. Thompson, and Ronald Reagan. Overall, however, it is a story of popular mobilization and its effectiveness.

American ground zero: the secret nuclear war
by Carole Gallagher - Photography - 1993 - 427 pages
one photojournalist's decade-long commitment, a gripping collection of portraits and interviews of those whose lives where crossed by radioactive fallout
Limited preview - About this book - Add to my library - More editions
Under the cloud: the decades of nuclear testing - Page 270
by Richard Lee Miller - Science - 1986 - 547 pages
ground zero should be negligible; therefore, it wasn't long before a number ...
Then, in order to avoid the 2-kiloton nuclear fire, the pilot would have to ...
Limited preview - About this book - Add to my library - More editions

The nuclear borderlands: the Manhattan Project in post-Cold War New Mexico - Page 256
by Joseph Masco - History - 2006 - 425 pages
LOS ALAMOS: GROUND ZERO OF THE PEACE MOVEMENT At the end of the Cold War, Santa Fe NGOs mobilized to change the nuclear mission of LANL by calling for a ...
everything is literally vaporized) set out to educate the public.
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